Club car golf cart batteries hook up

Order Status. Buy Now. Pay Later. Shop All Products. See Reviews. Doors go from the locked
open position to closed quickly when the when the weather call for it. Best of all they can easily
be removed when not needed. DoorWorks has a Patented Install Method that makes install
quick and easy, no drilling required. Can be installed at home! Shop Hard Door Covers. Shop 4
Pass Hinged Door Enclosures. Installation is easy and can be done at home. The fabric is then
slid on and secured. This easy to install Track Enclosure is design to fit perfectly under the roof
of your golf cart using pre-drilled awning track. Shop Track Enclosures. DoorWorks Sunbrella
Track Enclosures for Extended roofs is designed to fit perfectly under the roof of your golf cart
using easy to install awning track. Or in the case of the some roofs DoubleTake Roof no awning
track is required. When the cover is not needed simply roll up and secure under the valance. It
will be out of the way and ready to use at a moments notice. Shop 4 Pass Track Enclosures. Our
turn-key replacement system enables you to convert your cart from lead acid to lithium in less
than 30 minutes. You can use the same wiring and charger as used with your current lead acid
system however we do recommend our Allied lithium charger. This is the only Lithium Solution
with golf cart batteries made to the exact dimensions as the lead acid batteries so the
installation and the connection points are in the same place. Allied lithium golf cart chargers are
made with the OEM plug-in connectors so there are no special adapters required to charge the
batteries. Shop Lithium Battery Sets. Available in Vinyl and Sunbrella this 3 sided cover can
stay on the cart all year round. Shop 3 Sided Covers. Easy Installation. Use All Year Round!
Installing this portable golf cart cover is fast and easy, just remove from the carrying case,
throw over the top of the cart and hook the four corners. The hooking design was made
specifically to avoid users having tie or bend down for long periods of time to secure the cover.
Simply hook and pull until tight. Constructed with high quality materials - The premium portable
cover is made of thick durable polyester, metal zippers and clear vinyl that does not cloud or
crack. Get a cover that looks good and last for years. Shop ThrowOver Covers. This drivable
golf cart cover for 4 passenger carts is made of high quality marine grade vinyl, simply unpack,
throw-over and hook for a quick and easy installation. Protects from rain, wind and cold weather
and can be stored in the easy carry case when not in use. Shop Extended ThrowOver Covers.
Special colors are available so the cover will match the cart perfectly. On top of the quality
craftsmanship and material that go into the products, a 3 Year Warranty in also included. If you
are worried about installing any of our products rest assured you do not need to be a
professional. Installation is an easy step by step process that does not require any hand tools
or drilling of the cart. If you run into any issues we have experts that can be reached by using
the chat box below, email, or by phone. We also offer easy to read manuals and videos to assist
in the process. Shop All Covers. Order by Phone: Toggle navigation MENU. Contact Us. DryClub
Golf Club Canopy. Protect Your Clubs. Enjoy the Best Cover Available. DoorWorks Hinged Door
Enclosure. Extended 80" Roofs. Made to fit your extended roof perfectly. Sunbrella Track-Style
Enclosures. Extended Roofs. Install at home! Fits Your Specific Golf Cart. Premium Universal
Portable Covers. Includes Travel Case. Many Great Colors to Choose From. Purchase with
Confidence. Expert Support Available. Trending Products. Golf cart battery meters work by
indicating the level of battery discharge in your golf cart. This helps to maintain your golf cart
batteries properly. Discharging golf cart batteries below percent will wear them out faster
leading to a costly replacement. Golf cart battery meters tell you when to recharge your
batteries, so you do not end up draining them completely. The analog meter uses voltage to
move its needle to indicate the level of charge. A digital meter uses LED to display the state of
charge. A series of lights are shown on the display indicating the level of charge. More bars or
lights indicate more charge while fewer bars or lights indicate a lower level of charge. Note:
Certain golf cart models will need wires running from the positive and negative terminals on the
battery bank to detect the battery bank voltage. A different approach would be to measure the
input voltage on a golf cart voltage reducer that comes installed in some custom golf carts that
have other 12Vaccessories. Generally, there are two types of battery meters that go into a golf
cart-Analog and Digital usually LED. To best way to read your battery meter, is to drive your golf
cart up a hill. Push the pedal down as far as you can to observe how far down the needle goes.
A needle in the red zone indicates that you need to recharge your batteries. Unfortunately golf
cart battery meters can at times be troublesome devices. This is especially the case if you own
a pre EzyGo golf cart. While EzyGo do design some of the best golf carts ever made, issues are
going to occur due to the large number of carts they sell each year. To help you diagnose any
problems, I have listed some of the more likely issues that may occur with your battery meter
and how to go about fixing them:. A flashing or blinking battery meter light means that there is
an issue with the golf cart battery receiving power. The number of flashes seen can differ
between different golf carts and battery meters, so there is no one solution for all issues.
However I will offer some of the more common suggestions to fix blinking issues seen on your

battery meter:. Make sure to hook the charging cables up correctly. Begin charging both
batteries only 2 at a time in the correct series. If in any doubt, replacing either the charger or
bad batteries will usually fix this issue. Use a voltmeter to help you access the state of the cells
in your batteries. If you see a red light flash twice on your EzyGo charger this indicates the
voltage being received is too low. This could be due to a defective battery charger. First make
sure the connections are clean and attached tightly to the battery. Look for any batteries that
show a really low voltage reading. Then try trickle charging the battery to bring it back to
appropriate voltage level. If you have charged your batteries overnight, and your golf cart is
running normal, you still may find your battery meter flashing multiple times. This indicates
defective wiring inside the battery meter. I recommend you replace the battery meter or hire a
licensed electrician to fix the meter. You may find your battery meter always showing a full
status when you know for certain the batter is not fully charged. Follow the next steps to fix this
problem. How to Install a Golf Cart Battery Meter Installing a golf cart battery meter should
always be performed by a professional. This is how to install a golf cart battery meter: Safety
Precautions Before you begin installing a golf cart battery meter, wear safety goggles to protect
your eyes. Keep away from objects that are lying or hanging loose when you use drills,
high-speed rotary tools, etc. Wear comfortable fitting shirts and pants. Pull back your hair and
tie it up tightly. Prep the end of your wires using crimpers. Prep the terminals and butt
connectors using wire strippers. Now, attach the butt connectors and connectors to your wires.
A club car precedent model golf cart will have an extra wire set in the wire harness seated
behind the dash and the ignition switch. Now connect the signal terminal wire on the meter to
the ignition. This signal wire will ensure that your meter starts working only when you turn on
your golf cart. Installing an Analog Meter An analog meter has a positive and negative
connection terminal in each gauge. Connect the negative terminal to the negative terminal of the
main battery bank. This will ensure that the gauge is off when the golf cart is not in use.
Installing a Digital Meter The digital meters have three terminals in place of two, labelled 1,2 and
4. The zones are from left to right - red, white, green, and red zones. The white area labeled CHG
indicates that your battery is charged. The red zone to the right of CHG indicates that your
battery is overcharged. Green zone indicates that your battery is sufficiently charged and is
good to go. The leftmost red zone indicates that your battery needs to be charged. The batteries
should be wired in a series connection. Charge your golf cart batteries to percent. Connect the
meter back to your golf cart to complete the reset process. How to Troubleshoot Golf Cart
Battery Meter Unfortunately golf cart battery meters can at times be troublesome devices. To fix
any blinking issues you should first refer to the owners manual for troubleshooting tips. Red
Light Flashes 2 times If you see a red light flash twice on your EzyGo charger this indicates the
voltage being received is too low. Battery is Fully Charged but Meter Flashes 10 Times If you
have charged your batteries overnight, and your golf cart is running normal, you still may find
your battery meter flashing multiple times. Battery Meter Always Shows Full You may find your
battery meter always showing a full status when you know for certain the batter is not fully
charged. Reset the battery meter. Unhook power to the battery meter for 10 minutes. This will
reset the battery meter. Use a voltmeter to test the voltage on all of your 6 batteries. A battery
that reads at 6. Having problems with your golf cart batteries? Read my other guides: Why is my
golf cart battery leaking Why is my golf cart battery getting hot Continue Reading What is a 9
Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers having
fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little spin.
Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring can
cause a short circuit [â€¦]. I just bought an Ez go txt cart with no batteries. This was helpful to
know what to look for when hooking up new batteries and the support frame. Mine is pretty
rusted out and my first instinct was to replace with aluminum. How do you know which one is
battery and negative, since there is no obvious red and black wires like a car? Just learning.
Roxanne â€” Thanks for the inquiry. Ok basic battery configurations here. If you where to string
two or twenty batteries together you will always go positive to negative for a series connection
or system which is how all golf carts are wiredâ€¦. So being after all batteries are connected you
will be left with one end open on two different batteries â€” One positive and one negative. This
will be your positive and negative most termination and will have either 36 volts, 48 volts or 72
volts present in your application. All depends on how many batteries are strung together and
what the voltage of each battery. Put new batteries in my ergo 36v everything went well but
when I checked the voltage at two open ends I had no voltage on my voltmeter. Hooked the
cables up cart seemed to run find back and forward. Any ideas of what I should check? Thank
you. Dan â€” Thanks for the inquiry. If the cart is running after the battery swap you hooked it
up correctly. If not it would not run. So being the cart is getting the 36 volts plus required to
operate. Possibly the volt meter is bad, or usually has a 9 volt alkaline battery in the back could

be dead. Or just not putting the pins on the right terminalsâ€¦. This will be your positive and
negative most termination and will have 36 volts or better present in your application. I plan to
replace all six 8v batteries in my TXT. To avoid confusion in reconnecting them, I would like to
replace one at a time â€” take one out, put one in its place â€” until finished. Is this an
acceptable way of doing it? Sureâ€¦ but sometimes a pain to put batteries in place due to
spaceâ€¦.. I always recommend just taking a fe pictures with your smart phone prior to removal,
then pull all and replace all. Just confirm positive negative terminal placement first. Also good
to lay out wires as they cam off cart on ground or floor board for ease of re-install unless
replacing with new jumper wires. Name Required. Email Required. This is really a straight
forward job nothing difficult here â€” maybe just lifting the batteries themselves in and out of
the cart during the installation process. A look-over first We will want to look over the golf cart
first because with older carts you will want to check over the battery bank and all connections
for corrosion and deterioration. To insure good performance you will always want to replace all
cables that need it. Consisting of six 6 volt golf cart batteries. We will be installing a new set of
our PowerPro Golf Cart batteries. PowerPro batteries offer great value and performance at a
reasonable price. Comparable to the Trojan T with Ah at 6 volts. Overall voltage available, then
voltage of each individual golf cart battery. While testing voltage I can also run a load test on
each golf cart battery. This will determine the internal state of the battery in question. If it
performs as mentioned the battery is good. I use this cheaper old school load tester for several
reasons. One being I can adjust the load applied based on battery being tested. Most small load
testers will only apply about amps to the battery at the flip of the switch. Secondly it has two
separate meters, one for voltage and one for Amps applied. Lastly they are affordable â€” old
school load testers have a relatively short life span when testing as many batteries as I do.
Check the connections Once I determine the batteries are in need of replacement I begin the
relatively straight forward process. First I will make note of any obvious connection issues
battery cables or terminals with corrosion or defect , replacing anything that does not look fit
for continued use or if I feel it will effect the performance of the cart. BatteryPete offers golf cart
battery cable kits for all popular models. Bad connections or wire corrosion account for approx.
Batteries, Cables, Connectors, and even the best Corrosion treatment and preventative. Next I
will advise you to take your cell phone and snap a few pictures of the battery bank. This will
help you in the re-install phase placing the battery jumper cables in the correct location. After
you have done so, proceed to remove the cables connecting the batteries to one another. I will
also suggest you lay them out on the ground in the general lay out they are placed on the
batteries. Granted they are in good condition and do not need to be replaced. Pull out the old
batteries Next you can begin pulling out the old batteries. Once complete I will inspect the
battery area and frame for obvious signs of leakage and corrosion buildup. Then after I am
satisfied the area is clean, I will let dry then apply a corrosion treatment to coat the frame. This
will help offset the continued corrosion process that is inevitable. New batteries go in Next I will
begin to install the new batteries, and reconnect the battery cables to their respective locations.
After doing so I will also apply a corrosion preventative to the terminal connections on each
individual battery. Summary Well this about wraps up the straight forward process of replacing
the golf cart batteries in your Ezgo golf cart. Til next timeâ€¦ Power Onâ€¦ Peteâ€¦ Please leave a
comment if you found this article helpful. BatteryPete finds Packard Museum in his backyard!
Thank you Reply. Power Onâ€¦ Pete Reply. If I get a hugh Spark when I try to hook up the last
terminal what am I doing wrong? Pete Reply. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply. Contact
Us Email: pete batterypete. Search Products Search. Review us on Google. One Stop Shop
Where the general public goes for great products at fair prices. Battery Pete is your one stop
shop for all your battery needs. Last Updated September 28, This is a VERY common question.
Often we hear customers say that their golf cart battery charger does not work, or that it will not
kick on and is showing no signs of life. The first question we always ask is, how long has it
been since you've charged your batteries? An automatic golf cart battery charger needs a
minimal amount of voltage in the golf cart battery to even start working. They need somewhere
in the range of volts in the batteries to allow the chargers to know that they are connected up to
batteries and to kick on. This process should give the batteries enough voltage so that your golf
cart battery charger can then take over. At a minimum, this process will eliminate low battery
voltage as a potential issue. Here's a video to help you manually charge your dead golf cart
batteries:. This situation happens fairly often because people leave town for a couple weeks
without charging their golf carts, or they discharge the batteries a little too much and the
batteries' voltage drops way down. For the Lester chargers that we sell, we always suggest just
leaving your charger plugged in all the time when you're not driving because the Lester battery
charger will keep your batteries charged up if the voltage starts to drop. This is because every
Lester charger has the winter "storage mode" feature read below for more information on the

winter "storage mode". Make sure every battery cable is correctly wired. Then check that all the
battery cables are tight against the battery terminals and are not rusted or corroded. Bad
connections will cause any battery charger to not function properly. They are the most
knowledgeable with regards to your charger and handle all advanced troubleshooting. They are
always happy to help our customers troubleshoot their issues. Very often it's a battery problem.
The easiest way to determine whether you have a charger problem is to test your charger on
another cart, or test another cart's charger on your cart. We do understand that this is not
always possible for most customers. If you are showing something like a 4 volt charge on a 6
volt golf cart battery , you have a bad battery and will want to replace it. One bad battery can
bring the performance of the entire set down. If you are showing something like a 6 volt charge
on an 8 volt battery, you have a bad battery and will want to replace it. Learn more about the
signs of a bad golf cart battery. If the charger makes a loud clicking noise, this is likely a battery
charger issue. If the charger will not shut off or never stops charging, this is likely a battery
charger issue as the internal "brain" is defective unless you have a 48 volt Club Car see below. I
have a 48 volt Club Car, I individually charged my batteries as described above, but the charger
still doesn't work, what now? You may have a non-functioning OBC onboard computer. When
you plug the charger into your Club Car, the OBC will tell the battery charger when to start and
stop charging based on the voltage levels in your batteries. If you have not manually charged
your batteries and checked your connections, please do those first before assuming you have
an OBC issue. With that said, if the OBC on the Club Car is functional and the batteries are
above 35 volts, you should hear a "click" from the relay inside the charger when the round plug
is inserted into the cart. If no click is heard the problem is either that the battery voltage is too
low less than 35 DC volts or there is a problem with the OBC or a fuse. The only other reason
the relay will not click is if it is a bad relay a failed "open coil". This is very rare and there have
not been many documented out-of-the-box relay failures. Is this normal? If you have a Lester
battery charger, yes, your batteries are completely charged and this is normal. Every time you
plug in a Lester automatic battery charger, there is a sampling to get a reading of the batteries'
voltage. The amps will shoot up, but then after a few minutes drop down quickly to the low
single digits for a while maybe minutes. This is standard. Automatic golf cart battery chargers
are not able to charge batteries that are completely discharged or dead. They require a minimal
number of volts to begin charging. At least volts across the set will be required for a 36 volt golf
cart. At least volts across the set will be required for a 48 volt golf cart. Please see above for
charging dead batteries. Yes, because our new Lester Battery Chargers have a winter storage
mode feature that automatically regulates the batteries' charge. With a Lester charger you do
not need to call a neighbor to unplug and re-plug your charger to kick on, it does it
automatically and only when needed. This is a new and unique feature on Lester chargers that
is not available on other chargers, like the Powerwise or Powerdrive chargers. All automatic
chargers are designed to charge your batteries until they are fully charged and then stop
charging. So you do not need to manually shut off the charger or worry about overcharging
your batteries. All Lester chargers are made with a number of internal safety mechanisms that
ensure that they will never overcharge batteries. Yes, the heavy duty battery chargers will hum
or buzz, so if it's buzzing or humming you know it's working. Sometimes there may even be an
odor. With that said, if the golf cart charger is always hot and always giving off a bad smell, you
should contact the manufacturer to confirm that everything is functioning prop erly. The
charger needs to be connected to battery voltage. Even if you connect up a volt-meter to the
charger, it will not give off any voltage. So in short, the charger will not do anything without
being connected to your golf cart. Every golf cart battery charger is different with respect to
indicator lights, but in general the red light is a fault light that indicates something is wrong with
the charging process. Occasionally a red fault light on a golf cart charger can mean that the
batteries do not have enough voltage in them to allow the charger to kick on see Charging Dead
Golf Cart Batteries above. However, most of the time, especially with EZ-GO Powerwise
chargers, this is the "red light of death" or an internal charger failure indicating that the charger
needs to be serviced or replaced. You probably need to test your batteries and likely will need
to get new golf cart batteries. Please see our Lester Battery Charger Guide. The quick answer is,
it depends. It depends on three factors, 1 the quality of your batteries, 2 how discharged your
batteries are and 3 the quality of your charger. If you have 5 year old batteries that are very
discharged and you have a lightweight amp charger, it may take a very long time 10 hours or
more. Again, it depends on all of the above factors, so it really could vary quite a bit. It is
healthy for the batteries to be fully charged at all times. So, you should charge your golf cart
every night. Automatic golf cart chargers will shut off once the batteries are fully charged, so
there isn't a concern that they will be over charged. Your golf cart should be switched to "Run"
anytime you are using the cart or charging your batteries. Here are the links to the Lester

charger manuals they are also linked to on our product pages :. Here's the deal with amps, the
more amps that a charger has, the faster the charger will charge your batteries. So the moral of
the story is, more is not always better with respect to amps. With that said, f or a 48 volt golf
cart, 13 amps has been found to be the right balance between charging speed and long-term
battery stress. For a 36 volt battery charger, 21 amps is standard. You'll want to avoid
purchasing a charger with low amperage amps as it will take forever to charge your batteries. It
will not come back on like the new Summit II battery chargers. So, unlike a trickle charger that
charges non-stop, the Lester charger charges only when the batteries need a good charge. You
can leave the charger plugged in even when you're gone for long periods of time months , and
your batteries will not die because they'll get a charge from time to time to keep the volts up. If
you are leaving for an extended period of time it is recommended that you plug your charger
into a surge suppressor with at least 2, joules i. All Lester battery chargers except for the 48V
Club Car Charger have the storage mode or battery healthy feature. If you do not have a Lester
charger, you do not have the winter storage mode feature. This means that you'd need to
unplug them and plug them back in if you want to re-charge your batteries. The overwhelming
majority of golf carts come with offboard chargers attached to plugs. It is perfectly fine to
switch from an off-board charger with a plug to an on-board charger with ring terminals that
connect directly to the batteries. You shouldn't take an off-board charger and put it on the
golfcart and use it like an on-board charger. They're just not designed for that kind of use and
can get damaged. Off-board or portable chargers are not made to handle all the bumps and
potholes. On the flip-side, if you currently own an on-board charger that is wired into the cart,
you can take that on-board charger and affix a DC plug and use it as a portable charger
off-board. In recap: If you're taking an on-board charger and using it off the golf cart, you're
good to go! But, you should not take an off-board portable charger and put it on the golf cart
and use it as on on-board charger. The answer is, it depends. It's really where ever you are able
to find space for a shoebox sized charger on your golf cart. Some find that they can fit the
on-board charger under the seat. This will really depend on the cart's specific battery
configuration x4 12V's, x6 6V's, x6 8V's or x8 6V's. Others will put the onboard charger on the
little cubby area below the rear seat if they have one. The Lester Summit onboard chargers that
we sell have the following dimensions: L So, positive to positive, negative to negative. Forget
about the blue wire for more on the blue wire read What's the Blue Wire? The ring terminals on
the leads are universal and will fit on all batteries. Because all of the golf cart batteries are
connected with battery cables, all batteries will be charged in series. Only the red and black
wires are needed to completely charge the golf cart. If hooked up to the motor controller it will
not allow you drive the golf cart while charging it. Think about being at the gas pump and
driving off with the pump still in the car. The blue wire is not installed very often. You must
match volts to volts. A 36V cart requires a 36 volt golf cart charger. A 48V cart requires a 48 volt
golf cart charger. You can burn up your batteries if you do not charge with the proper voltage.
Check out our 36V vs. Answer is, it depends. If you have a 36 volt charger, the answer is always
yes. For example, if you have a 36V Club Car charger with the crowfoot plug, and you want to
use that charger for another 36V EZ-GO golf cart that takes the "D-shaped" plug, you can
remove the crowfoot plug and attach the D plug, no problem. Really, any 36V charger, you are
good to go. The 48V Club Car chargers are completely different than all other golf cart chargers.
They do not have the internal automatic shutoff, the Club Car onboard computer actually
controls the shut off. Bottom line is, swapping plugs on a 36V charger is fine. Other chargers
work as well with GFCI outlets, but you may want to confirm with your manufacturer. When
comparing V with V AC inputs, you have to keep in mind that they both essentially do the same
thing. That is, they produce power to operate electrical outlets. We only sell brand new
products. It depends. If your charger has a completely sealed casing, it cannot be repaired.
Many of the lightweight "wafer" amp chargers, as well as some of the Powerwise chargers come
with sealed aluminum casings and cannot be repaired. If you have a battery charger that has an
exterior that can be unscrewed and taken off, your charger likely can be repaired. The chargers
that can be repaired have transformers, capacitors and other parts that can be swapped out.
Obviously this depends. We only sell new battery chargers. We do not repair older chargers. If
golf cart batteries are properly maintained they generally will last for around years. You will
need to clean it off because if it builds up it may cause the battery cables to lose contact with
the battery and keep your cart from running. Using a car to jump deep cycle golf cart batteries
can ruin them. Regular car batteries are not made to be discharged as much as deep cycle golf
cart batteries. So you don't want to use regular car batteries on your golf cart. We sell new
Trojan Battery and Powertron branded batteries. Please see here for more details on choosing a
battery. No, it is recommended that you buy new deep cycle batteries. Refurbished batteries
usually have the same lead but just new acid and a new plastic exterior. The reason for this?

Now onto sealed batteries: The primary advantage of a sealed battery is that it will not emit
corrosive gases during use or charging, and will not spill acid if tipped over. This makes them
more popular for wheelchair manufacturers, and are growing in popularity in the floor-care
machines markets for use in hospitals, nursing homes, etc. The quick answer is no. In wet cell
batteries, acid and water routinely evaporate from the batteries cells. This causes batteries to
lose power and not last as long. Generally, golf cart owners pour in distilled water by hand with
a filling bottle. A battery watering system is automatic so it eliminates the need to manually fill
your batteries, which can be super convenient! On the flip-side of the convenience, battery
filling systems can get a bit costly to purchase and also to maintain. Whether you fill your golf
cart batteries by hand, or using a filling system, always make sure you keep your water levels
properly maintained. If you're looking for a new charger you can shop online with Golf Cart
Garage! If you still have questions, feel free to give us a call at or email us at Support
GolfCartGarage. Hi Pete, My golf cart batteries Yahama do not complete 18 holes anymore. I
have been using the golf cart about 6 times a month over the last 4 years. When I start the round
the charger indicates that the batteries are fully charged. I get to about hole 15 and then the
batteries are drained. So these batteries have been on the charger permanently for the last 4
years except for when the cart is being used. I live in South Africa. Bruce â€” Sounds like the
batteries have lived a full life. But epsom salt is always a cheap alternative to try before
replacing the batteries in your cart. Average cycle life for a lead acid battery is approx. This
technique works! My cart could not go more that 8 holes before dying. I live on a course and
use my cart days a week. After this technique was used I had enough batter life to go a full 18
and more. This rejuvenation has lasted 6 months. One hint: I add a small portion of Epson Salt
to my water solution each time I top off your batteries. Hi pete my Star 8 battery 6v golf cart
batteries are dead due to sitting idle for over a year. Was wondering if they are worth trying to
save. They held a charge for 2 rounds of golf prior to sitting idle for over a year. I have cleaned
them up and dumped all old water out of them getting ready to trade them in for new ones
before seeing your post. Think you will be better off to just buy a new set and then get one of
our new chargers that will baby sit your new batteries while away to avoid that scenario when
you return this next year. I like how you said to let your batteries go through the whole cycle or
charge overnight. I just got a new trojan battery. Thanks for the tips on rejuvenating your golf
cart batteries. Traditional lead acid batteries off gas when charged and discharged. More so
during charging times. Similar to when boiling water some will escape the pot via steam. Same
concept. Would the salts be a good idea? Riley â€” Thanks for the Inquiryâ€¦ It sounds like the
batteries are shot! Yes â€” you can attempt the salt, cleans and re-charge optionâ€¦ but not a
surefire solutionâ€¦ If the batteries lead plates have been exposed to the atmosphere most likely
the sulfation is so severe the salts will not work to cleans the plates to interact with the acid
againâ€¦ Also in such cases actual acid is required not just distilled water to flood the cells once
more. I also have a 48v starev that seems to either be over charging or the batteries are in poor
shape. Is the charger over charging or do you think the batteries are done for? Is this worth my
time and effort? AJ â€” I think the batteries are shot â€” first assumption! If they are not
providing any type of range and the charger is pushing amperage into them yet the batteries are
not taking the energy. Hence the immediate boiling. What is the voltage when the charger is
charging in the peak part of the bulk phase of the charge cycle? What is the run time on golf
cart after fully charged? Or range? The only sure fire way to determine the battery health is to
give each battery a load test. Which can only be performed accurately on a fully charged
battery. Next thought â€” if you have the old style transformer based golf cart charger they tend
to just apply amperage once activated until they settle in to a charge cycle to determine specific
battery bank voltage. Which is how most of the older chargers know when to turn themselves
off A pre-determined battery voltage must be reached. I have a set of golf cart batteries that are
little over 2 years old. Would it be worth it to trying the epsom salt and acid recharge to add
some life to them? We have tried to keep the water up, but the water has gotten low once or
twice. Mark â€” Yesâ€¦ I think you have a set of batteries that could benefit from this little trick.
Just need to put a tea spoon of epsom in each battery cell and it will do its thing. But surely
worth a shot. Also I would recommend a Golf Cart Battery Watering System to make the process
of checking and watering the batteries painless for you. But go with the BWT system out of all
the ones we offer because when you change batteries or brand this system is universal and will
work on any battery brand. You can learn more about a golf cart battery watering system here.
You can learn more about proper battery maintenance here. I just acquired a 48 volt Yamaha
Golf Cart with 6 â€” 8 volt batteries. These batteries are approx. The cart was allowed to fully
discharge while in storage for a few months, but I was successful in getting them to a full
charge. Cells were low with some showing exposed lead, but none were completely dry. Each of
them measure approximately 8. My question â€” is it a good time to use the Epsom salt trick to

get more life from them or is it too far down the useful life? How much discharge is required to
get a full charge cycle? I have a battery gauge on the cart. Thanks for your question. You got
lucky. Depends on your usage. The question is, what kind of range do you get â€” how many
hours or how far can you go. Otherwise you will have water and acid boiling over the top when
the electricity gets going through them. Here is another more in depth article about what to do
when your batteries are dead. Anyone who uses any Kind of SALT In thier battery is going to
have to replace it anyway so why not do it too start with. The method has is just a bandaid.
Gemi â€” Thank you for your input. Yes you are correct, but some of us out there are on a fixed
income and need to stretch our dollars the best we can. Also transportaion around the yard or
neighborhood is good for piece of mind should you be disabled. It is something that is hit or
miss when it comes to bringing a battery back to life enough that it is still useful and can take a
charge or handle a load like in a golf cart. But for the few dollars in salt and 15 minutes it takes
to put some in all the batteries cells does have a little allure to it. Our water jug was mislabeled
and I ended up putting tap water in my batteries. If I dump the fluid out of the batteries, what
type, and where can it be found, of acid do I put in my batteries? If I start with an empty battery,
how much acid do I add? Steve â€” Dangâ€¦. I think you will be ok thoughâ€¦ just label the jugs
right going forward. Surely you did not put alot of the tap water in the batteries if just topping
them off. If the tap water is filtered not as bad eitherâ€¦ It is just a rule of thumb as there alot of
heavy metals and contaminants in tap water these daysâ€¦ The metals will eventually build up in
the battery cells and cause issues with the batteries ability to charge and discharge correctly
causing premature failure and battery replacement. This is why we always recommend distilled
water to be used in filling your golf cart batteries or any lead acid battery. Not being silly ether.
Step oneâ€” you do not say remove battery cell caps at any particular time. SO when do you
remove them. But my question is on a 8 volt Duracell Battery Golf Cart do you put the cell caps
back on after your assemble all batteries into cart, hook up battery cables, ten do you put caps
back on and then charge or do you put charger on 24 hour os so charge before you put caps
back on? I just bought a 36volt golf cart last night. I fully charged it and road it for 1 hour
straight until it ran out of power. It averaged 12 miles per hour. Not sure how old the batteries
are. Does this sound like a good time for epsom salt? Chanda â€” Congrats on your new
purchaseâ€¦. Surely cannot hurtâ€¦ Usually you can expect to get miles on a charge with cart
New batteries â€¦ proper way to tell age is date codes stamped on top of the battery terminals.
Proper way to test is perform a load test on a fully charged battery. I am going to try the
rejuvenation procedure on my 8 volt Trojen batteries. When i end up replacing the about half the
acid solution with the epson salt solution will this result in a dilluted acid solution when its all
said and done? Also your procedure says to replace the caps after charging back up, is this
correct? Jim â€” You should only need to start with a good table spoon of salt in each battery
cell. I have just bought a 5amp floating charger for me set of 6 x 6 volt EVGO cart batteries. How
should it be used, if at all? Rodger â€” Thank you for your inquiry and questionâ€¦. Pete does
not believe in a trickle charger for large batteries or multiple battery banks. Only good for small
batteries like in a lawn mower or motorcycle as the amperage needs to be quite high as in 5
amps to do anything on a battery with a plus Ah capacity Most golf cart batteries are Ah. Over
the course of time a trickle charger on big batteries constantly running at 5 amps or higher will
dry out the batteries as a pot of boiling water on the stove un-attended would make all the water
disappear once converted to steamâ€¦. This will allow for good battery health and a proper
charge cycle vs a constant chargeâ€¦. Great advice. Can I leave my golf cart pluged into the
lester whilst the cart is not in use? Cheers Rodger. The parasitic drain on the batteries will be
very nominal at best so not really an issue. Though leaving the charger plugged into the wall
socket AC Power and the Cart for extended periods of time without a surge protected on the AC
side leave you and the charger open to disaster should you get a power surge or lightening
strike â€¦ this can burn up the charger and other cart side components as well. The way to go
these days is the new Lester Summit II Series golf cart battery chargers as they are designed to
operate totally independently of human interaction. They can regulate them selves and will turn
on and off when needed. This is great for those seasonal residents that want to make sure their
electric golf cart stays charged while away for extended periods of time. So in summary â€”
There is no direct benefit of leaving the older style golf cart chargers plugged in, but no harm to
cart if done so if plugged into a surge protector on the AC power side. Only the new style golf
cart chargers offer the ability to self regulate and charge batteries over extended periods of
timeâ€¦. I let the cart basically sit for several weeks during knee replacement ReHab. It was
connected most of the time to the charger. When I took it out yesterday it ran for 20 or 30
seconds very good, but then immediately went to less power. On my way back to the house I
had to get out and use a golf club to depress the accelerator, eventually seeing the gauge flutter
on empty as I pulled back into the garage. Removed cell caps and saw water levels at or below

the plates. Filled the cells. Plugged back in and heard gurgling in the first battery as it charged.
Disconnected charger til morning when I put it back on the charger. Battery gage showed
positive position after an hour or so on the charger. Heard no more gurgling in battery as
before. Tom â€” The Salt trick cannot hurt to throw some in each battery cell. I would try to fully
charge all the batteries. Check voltage after charge complete to confirm they are taking a charge
and then perform a load test to check battery health. Help, I have a Yamaha golf cart with four
12v batteries which are seven years old. I let the water level get low enough that the plates on
four or five cells were showing and two terminals were corroded. I cleaned all eight terminals
and filled all cells with distilled water. It ran after charging but was weak. I charged and ran four
or five times, each time the batteries got stronger. I have not done a distance test yet. My
question is should I add Epson Salt to all the battery cells and if so 1 teaspoon or 1 tablespoon
to each cell. This cart is not used for golf. It is used for errands and pleasure on my place in the
country. Wallace â€” Sounds like you got good life out of that set of batteries already if they are
in fact 7 years oldâ€¦. Some batteries you just cannot bring back. Curious what state are you in
and what brand of batteries are in the vehicle? Many thanks, Dick. Dick â€” Thanks for the
inquiryâ€¦ Attempt to charge , when charge cycle complete then check the resting voltage. Fully
Charged batteries will be slightly higher than the advertised voltage of the battery on the battery
sticker. You can purchase a new Hydrometer here. I was wondering if I can put the salt in the
battery that is low with out dumping half or the water out of it it 36 volt system and only one
battery show low. Hi Pete, thanks for the epsom salt fix,what hydrometer would you
recommend? Is there a good better or best. Hi Pete I have 4 12 volt batteries t Three will charge
the other will do nothing. I have tried to individually charge it and tries to trickle charge it. It will
not do anything. Any suggestions. If after that much effort â€” I would just replace it. If the other
three 3 batteries are several years old I would recommend replacing all of them. Due to charging
systems inability to know what battery needs what when connected in a seriesâ€¦ Ultimately you
will create a vicious cycle of unusual battery replacement because some will be overcharging
and others will be not getting enough charge. I just tested my Golf Cart batteries 6v my readings
range from 6. Can these batteries be saved? Plenty of useful information here. I am sending it to
some friends ans additionally sharing in delicious. I purchased a used club car in March this
year. My first one. Old batteries were toast. Owner told me it was 36v cart. No problem right?
Well, I went and bought 6 new 6v batteries at the time and replaced the old ones. I hooked up
the new ones no problem. Been driving it for months and had no problems. I am delighted to
read this blog. Are you have the same informative blog realted truck battery? Hi Pete: I plan to
try this next Spring. How do you know half of the acid has been drained out when you tip the
battery over? Great article. My 8 volt batteries are old but do have and keep an 8. However, the
range is less. Will reconditioning improve range? Name Required. Email Required.
Reconditioning your old batteries Below is a tutorial which will help you out with reviving old
golf cart batteries â€” to restore them to life! You will need: Battery charger Epsom salts Baking
soda and an old paintbrush Distilled water and a turkey baster Step 1: Tip the battery on its
edge: Allow approximately half the battery acid to run out of each cell and into a plastic
container. Clean the battery with your paintbrush dipped in a baking soda solution. Rinse your
battery with plain water, making certain none of the water gets into any of the cells. Step 2: Mix
8 ounces of Epsom salts into 2 quarts of warm distilled water: Stir thoroughly. Use a turkey
baster to fill each battery cell with the Epsom salts solution until the cells are completely
covered. Step 3: Put the battery or batteries on a charger Let them go through the whole cycle
or charge overnight. Check the battery after it has charged for several hours or the next day. If
the battery has taken a charge, replace the cell caps and use your golf cart for a long ride and
see how long the charge lasts. If the ride and power is short lived it is still likely you will need to
replace your golf cart battery. It is also quite possible that your golf cart battery charger is not
charging properly. You will need a volt meter to check the power output of your battery charger.
Just attach it to the battery bank once the charger has been hooked up to the golf cart and turn
it on. The voltage of the golf carts battery bank should jump up from the static state before you
turned on the golf cart battery charger. Make sure you check the water level in your golf cart
batteries monthly to make sure they are still saturated. Which is not good because battery acid
will eat away at your concrete floor in the garage. In minutes â€” not an hour or moreâ€¦
weekends are meant to be spent with the family or watching the game not in the garage filling
batteriesâ€¦ so get yours today! Related How To articles â€” Learn more about how to properly
check and fill your golf cart batteries. Learn more about your golf cart battery charger. I live in
South Africa Reply. Power Onâ€¦ Pete Reply. Hi there! Do you mean regular table spoon of salt
in addition to the Epsom salt? Thanks In Advance Jeery Reply. Pete Reply. Power onâ€¦ Pete
Reply. Hi Pete, I also have a 48v starev that seems to either be over charging or the batteries are
in poor shape. Thanks, Aj. Power On Peteâ€¦ Reply. Hopefully this was helpfulâ€¦ Power Onâ€¦

Pete Reply. The method has is just a bandaid Reply. Thanks Reply. Cheers Rodger Reply. I was
wondering if I can put the salt in the battery that is low with out dumping half or the water out of
it it 36 volt system and only one battery show low Reply. Thanks Rick Reply. Any suggestions
Reply. Should I test each battery individually by disconnecting them? Golf Cart 36 v Reply. And
obviously, thank you for your effort! John G. Hi, Great article. Yesâ€¦ Reply. Leave a Reply Click
here to cancel reply. Contact Us Email: pete batterypete. Search Products Search. Review us on
Google. One Stop Shop Where the general public goes for great products at fair prices. Battery
Pete is your one stop shop for all your battery needs. What are the advantages of LEDs? There
are a number of reasons to upgrade to LED lights, but here are just a few of the advantages of
LEDs over halogens: LED lights are considerably brighter, so they make driving at night time or
in the early mornings much easier. In fact, they use LESS energy than halogen bulbs, giving you
the ability to use them for up to 50, hours and drive farther on a single charge. LED lights also
are not made of glass so they are more durable and do not require any warm-up time so they
perform better in cold weather. How do I figure out which light kit to buy for my golf cart? What
is a golf cart voltage reducer and why do I need one? A voltage reducer is an electricity
regulation device designed to automatically convert a higher voltage into a lower voltage i. Why
is this so important you might ask? If you own a 48V or 36V golf cart, and if you do not install or
properly hook up a voltage reducer, you will put too much voltage through your lights, resulting
in blown lights and generally voiding all warranties - see blown board image below. It is
essential that you have and properly hook up a voltage reducer if you plan on using lights or
electrical accessories on your golf cart. Even the most basic voltage reducer will do the job,
taking 16,18, 36 or 48 volts down to Check out Golf Cart Voltage Reducers for more information.
Can I install a basic light kit with just head lights and tail lights and drive on the street? Just like
a full-sized vehicle, there are certain indicators that you will need in order to make your cart
legal to drive on the street, such as turn signals, brake lights, horn, etc. These items are not
included with a basic lights package. Note: If you already have working headlights and taillights
on your golf cart, you can always just upgrade your cart with the necessary parts to make it
street legal. This is a very common question, but also a complex one. Laws and rules are
constantly changing, so before taking your golf cart out on the roads, ALWAYS check with your
local municipality. What is the deal with Club Car Precedent All Club Car Precedent golf carts
manufactured between and halfway through After the halfway point in As a result, Club Car
Precedent golfcarts made after So, for example, if you own a Club Car Precedent, you would not
want to order a Instead, you'd want to opt for the Can my golfcart be ON during installation?
Prior to beginning installation, always make sure you turn the key to the OFF position. Your golf
cart should always be in the TOW position when installing electrical accessories such as lights.
Will I need to do any additional cutting to make the new headlights and taillights fit in the
existing holes? Our light kits are made to replace any previously installed factory light kit that
you would have on your cart. With that said, because they are made to replace the factory
lights, they should slide into the existing cut-outs that you have, with no additional cutting.
Many of these are included on the specific product pages. Do I need to unhook the positive red
and negative black connections from the battery or battery pack prior to beginning installation
of my lights? If you don't do this, you could shock yourself. Do I need to engage the parking
brake prior to installation with a gas golf cart? If you have a gas golf cart, you will need to
engage the parking brake prior to installation. The first question we always ask is: Do you have
the kit hooked up properly per the included instructions? We always recommend doing a
double take, just to make sure that everything is hooked up right wiring harnesses,
connections, etc. Given that all wiring is hooked up right, the next question and also the most
important : Is the voltage reducer hooked up properly? If the voltage reducer was hooked up
improperly, the lights may have been blown out due to over-voltage. What you will need to do is
check what voltage your cart is running at. Because all electrical accessories run on 12V, and
the reducer's job is to take higher voltages down to 12V. Golf cart headlights are hooked up and
work fine, but what are the 2 wires with bullet connectors? If there is no turn signal hook up or
plug-and-play harness, you can connect the two wires with bullet connectors together to initiate
low beams only or leave them disconnected for HIGH beams only. When I activate my brake
light, it stays on for about 60 seconds before going off. Is this normal? This is completely
normal. When the brake pedal is locked and the brake switch is activated, it keeps the lights on
for about 60 seconds before shutting them off. What are the advantages of LED lights? What is
a golf cart voltage reducer? Can I install a basic light kit with just head lights and tail lights and
drive on the streets? If I installed a street legal lights kit on my golf cart, can I take it right out
and drive it on the street? I want to buy a light kit for my Club Car Precedent: What is the deal
with the years Do I need to unhook the positive red and negative black connections from the
battery or battery pack prior to installation of my lights? I have a gas golf cart. Do I need to

engage the parking brake prior to installation? How to test a golf cart battery charger? Assure
that the golf cart battery charger is actually running and that you have voltage at the battery
charger plug by using a multimeter or voltage tester. Did you know that most modern battery
chargers will not even begin to charge batteries if the batteries original charge is not high
enough? The automatic battery charger needs a minimal amount of voltage in the batteries to
even begin working, say somewhere around 20 to 35 volts total. Take your voltage tester and
measure the output voltage of all the batteries together. See if they measure the voltage
required to actuate your charger If you have the manual for your battery charger, the minimum
voltage should be listed there. What do you do at this point? If the batteries are too low, charge
them individually with a regular old car battery charger, usually thevolt variety. You can either
charge them to full capacity or just high enough to meet the minimum voltage required. If your
cart has volt batteries, this is going to be an easy procedure, but if you have 8-volt batteries,
you have two choices. You can use the volt setting but connect a 4. This will limit the current
when fully charged to about an amp. The other method would be to set your automotive battery
charger to a 6-volt setting and charge the individual battery for an hour and see if it reaches 7.
This will be a sufficient voltage for each battery to collectively kick on the golf cart battery
charger. On a manual battery charger, you will have a timer dial to turn. The timer allows you to
set the number of hours your batteries will charge before switching off the charger. With the
battery charger plugged in turn the dial on and see if you even get a hum or any reaction from
the relay, such as a click followed by a hum. If not, check the fuse on the charger I know, I know,
but you would be surprised how many times this is the issue. If the fuse is blown and replacing
it with a new one only results and it blowing again, it is likely a shorted diode inside the case. If
no voltage is present then it is time to try one more thing. There should be continuity at this
point. Your continuity tester can be hooked up to the output plug positive to positive 10 and
negative to negative 11 and there should be at least some continuity maybe with resistance.
Swapping the tester leads should get no continuity at all. If one or both of these tests fail, it
means you might have a shorted or faulty diode. Once you have access to all the components
inside, first use the continuity setting on your multimeter and check the timer switch. Besides
the fuse, this is the most common failure point on a charger. If your charger has an automatic
timer, then there will not be a twist type knob on the front. Attach the leads to both contacts 6
and 7 and twist the dial. The next step is to measure the continuity between the end of the
charger contact 10 or 11 and the termination Point inside the case 12 or Check both the positive
and the negative as well as the ground and if these check out, then start testing the connections
between the components on the front of the battery charger. Check continuity across the meter
and the connections leading to the fuse. Check continuity between points 12 and 13â€¦replace
ammeter if there is no continuity or measurable resistance. Good Capacitor The ohmmeter is
first set to read resistance in ohms and the capacitor leads are disconnected from the
transformer. In a good capacitor, when the ohmmeter leads are connected to the capacitor
terminals 4 and 5 , the meter needle jumps to the middle of the scale and rapidly moves to
higher resistance. Open Capacitor When the ohmmeter leads are connected to the terminals,
the meter needle stays at a high resistance. Shorted Capacitor When the leads are connected to
the capacitor terminals, the meter needle jumps immediately to zero ohms and remains there.
Diodes are a one-way gate and will pass dc voltage in one direction. Connect your continuity
tester leads on 1 and 3 shown in the illustration aboveâ€¦then reverse the leads. You should get
continuity one way but not the other. Repeat this procedure on 2 and 3. Following the schematic
for your particular battery charger, use your multimeter to ensure there are no open windings
on the primary and secondary sides. Automatic Battery Charger With an automatic battery
charger, the batteries must be hooked up before the charger will even turn on. Club Car Golf
carts have evolved many times since , and although the basic electrical design has stayed close
to the same, there are small differences. These differences are important when The speed
controller measures out current and battery voltage to the electric vehicles' motor to raise and
lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the motor and generates signals to Skip to
content. Article Contents. Click Here! Modern Diode Assembly. Continue Reading. The tutorial
below explains a little about the OBC, how to reset it after charging problems, and what to do if
its completely failed. The OBC functions like the on off switch on your wall to control the
lighting. If the OBC detects a problem in either the charging or drive system, it will shut that
feature off. When this happens, it can cause your charge circuit to not work and allow the
charger to charge the batteries, or even the controller to not power up or the solenoid will not
engage. Once the OBC has been reset, you can move on to troubleshooting the golf cart and
charging system. There is always a chance the OBC has completely failed and the reset process
will not fix the problem. Consult your Club Car manuals or call your local dealer. Want to
purchase a replacement OBC but do not want to pay dealer prices? Shop now. Or would you

rather bypass the OBC and get another charger? After I disconnected the battery negative hw
can the reverse buzzer sound since the circuit is broken? Very sporadic in reverse. Sometimes
working the foit feed produced movement other times nothing. Today after full charge, no
movement forward or reverse. I hear clicking from solenoids but no movement. Reprogramed
the computer no effect. What could be the problem, By the way tried another charger same
brand and same problem. Im told if i kept the charger on it could ruin my new batteries. Jerome
â€” Thanks for your question. Now at a glance it sounds like all is operating as designed. How
long does it take to fully charge the batteries in a golf cart is a loaded question in itself. All
depends on output of the golf cart battery charger in question, and the depth of discharge of the
batteries. To cure the lead in those batteries it will most likely take 15 to 25 charge cycles.
Charge, use discharge, Charge â€¦ Nor could 6 amps ever ruin your new batteriesâ€¦ granted
you keep the water or Electrolyte levels above the lead plates to keep them saturated Which
should always be checked say at least monthly and do so after the batteries are completely
charged to avoid over filling â€¦. As the electrolyte levels will rise and fall based on the CSoC of
the battery in question. Example â€” Running a trickle charger at 5 amps on a battery bank for a
long time while on vacation will eventually dry the batteries out if not maintained and that will
ruin the batteries not the volts or amps being applied It is the nature of the battery chemistry,
when your golf cart battery charger is charging or when you are using the golf cart driving and
applying a load â€” Off gassing is taking place during the chemical reaction. Surely more so
during charging times vs use but still happening. This is where a battery watering system
comes in handy to make the job of general watering and maintenance of the golf cart battery
bank easier and precise. Learn more hereâ€¦ Anyhow, It sounds like the charger has just
completed the bulk phase of the charge cycle and is now tapering off the charge cycle to the
finishing phase which yes can be hoursâ€¦. So how many hours are we talk about this charger
has run? I would recommend using the cart today as you would. It will most likely run for hours
if the batteries are discharged a bitâ€¦. All new style chargers are smarterâ€¦. Hi Pete, I have a
similar problem. After using the cart for the day we connect the charger, standard CC charger it
starts charging at 10 â€” 12 amps. I have tried with two different chargers, same thing. The
batteries are two years old, they all tested good with meter and load tester. Cleaned all battery
connections and checked all cables. I have been told to replace the OBC but I would hate to
spend the cash and not fix the problem. Is there a voltage regulator that may be causing the
problem somewhere in the mix? Great blog and love the information. Darcy Calgary, Alberta
Canada. My golf cart will not go forward or backward. It charges good and everything, any
answers will be appreciated. Alex â€” Thanks for your inquiryâ€¦. If your cart is not moving it
can be only one of a few thingsâ€¦ Golf carts are very simple vehiclesâ€¦ I am assuming if you
say the cart is charging fine that you have good voltage in the systemâ€¦ Check with a volt
meter to be sure at the positive and negative most terminals on the batteries. If suffice then can
be only the following things, Ignition switchâ€¦. If yes it is good and system is intactâ€¦. Mcor
â€” Throttle position switch that tells the motor controller what to do based on foot position on
the go pedalâ€¦ Motor Controller or Solenoidâ€¦ All of which I have know to go outâ€¦. This is
where a volt meter comes in handy to check voltage thru the systemâ€¦. My batteries are 1 year
old. The OBC is 2 years old. I have had no problems with the run time until recently. Before I
finish a round of golf, the warning light is coming on and the charge meter is down 4 bars out of
I have tried 2 chargers and it made no difference. I tried resetting the OBC and no change. I had
the batteries tested by a golf cart repair shop. All tested good. When resetting the OBC, is that
done with the charger connected of disconnected? Any suggestions on what to do now? It ran
for two days. It also will not move unlessâ€¦ The only way it will move is if I throw the charger in
the back unplugged from the wall and plug the other end into the cart. It will run all over the
place. Unplug the charger and it wont budge. It has me stumped. Gabe â€” Sounds like they
wired something backwardsâ€¦. Not complete when it has been plugged inâ€¦. I have a Club Car
Precident, charges fine. My problem is in forward or reverse it starts off fine, after a few
seconds under almost full throttle to full throttle seems the power drops off. I then step on the
accelerator pedal and the process repeats. One day it worked fine, the next day this problem
began. Got any Ideas? Mark â€” Thanks for your inquiryâ€¦. Sounds like voltage drop or Mcorâ€¦
Charge the batteries fully. Perform a load test on each battery applying the load for 15 seconds
equal to the advertised Ah rating at 20hr rate on the batteriesâ€¦ If it is a it came with 4x 12v â€”
they are usually Ah batteriesâ€¦ â€” they should maintain 11v during those 15 seconds under
load â€” if it is newer than cart has 6x 8 volt batteriesâ€¦. If batteries test good â€” I would then
check the mcorâ€¦. Mcor â€” Is the throttle position sensor in a golf cart basically. I have a club
car precedent and it made a loud click noise and had no current to move and battery charge
light is out completely, Any idea of problem with this cart? I have checked voltage on batteries
and have showing full 48volts. James â€” Was the click sound heard while driving? If so what

was the result directly after? Did the cart just slow to a stop or did it still run and drive but with
grinding or crackling noise? Could be several possible scenarios here. Solenoid, Controller,
Fuse or connections, or motor magnet Speed Sensor for exampleâ€¦. I have a club car onward
that sat in the shed all winter. The charger was plugged in, but the outlet tripped, and the charge
got too low. Now everything is shutdown, and nothing works. Any more suggestions? Robert
â€” No Worriesâ€¦.. You will just need to get some electricity back into the batteriesâ€¦. Use a
regular 12v charger to each battery for an hour or so just top get some juice to themâ€¦ You
need not disconnect the wires either just go positive â€” negative on each battery. That should
do itâ€¦ once all have been charged for a little while the cart should have enough juice to move
or try toâ€¦ and then you can plug in the ERIC charger that came with the cart. After coming off
vacation 3 weeks my Club seemed to be dead. I was checking things out when I opened a yellow
fuse holder next to the charging port and the fuse lost its connection the cart started working.
The fuse is not blown and the charger came on immediately. The cart works fine with fuse not
connected. Any ideas. Rick â€” That does sound strangeâ€¦. The fuse is designed to be in the
charge circuit to protect the system from a power surge. But if the fuse looks good and the cart
only works when disconnected. Very strange â€” makes me think something else burned up
and created a dead short? That charge circuit surely should not effect the operation of the cart.
Strange happeningâ€¦. Key switch on but no movement F or R. Can switch from Run to Tow and
back to Run and everything works. Happening more and more often. Just now we heard a big
crash, went to the garage and the cart was plugged in, left on by accident, and had gone
forward on its own and tore up our garage. Chris â€” After reading your previous post
elsewhere in the blog. I suggest the golf cart speed controller is the issue. The OBC is basically
just designed to control the charger and the charge circuit. Chris â€” Wow! Sounds like a bad
dayâ€¦. I have a 48 volt club car when I plug my charger into charging receptacle the charger
kicks on then pops the fuse immediately on the charger what could be the problem? I had the
exact same issue with my charger, Ordered new rebuild kit for charger. I have a club car tempo.
In trying to replace the. I let the wires touch and they sparkedâ€¦ looked for fuses and only
found one. It was not blown. Finished installing usb. Now cart will not moveâ€¦ usb ,lights and
all other functions are working but cart will not move. I reset ocb per your instructions. Still
nothing. Shows 50V on meter. Ed- Put a digital volt meter on battery bank before plugging in
charger and check voltage there. Plug in charger and check voltage againâ€¦ It will be obvious if
the charger is actually charging as the voltage will jump up to like v and then some
sometimesâ€¦ If the charger clicks the relay is working and telling us the charger can see or
sense the batteriesâ€¦ hence a good connection between the receptacle and the batteriesâ€¦
only then left is the golf cart battery charger. We sell numerous brands for less if you do
determine finally it is the charger. Hi Pete, nice responses to the inquiries. Just ran into a
problem with by Precedent. Drove about four miles came home and plugged in my power drive
unit to the cart. Heard a pop with a burnt smell and the charger did not cycle on. Checked all
battery connections on the two year old batteries and everything is clean and tight. Thought it
must be the charger and put my spare rectifier in. Same condition, charger clicks but no power.
Cart still runs fine. Took the charger to my neighbor and plugged it into his cart, of course it
worked fine. Returned to my garage and tried it again with same click but no power result. Am
stumped at the moment and would appreciate your insights. Mark â€” Thanks for your inquiry. I
would start by using or buying a digital volt meter and checking the voltage across the system.
Check the voltage at the battery bank and see what you have 48v, 50v Whatever that number
may be you should have it at the charger port where you attach the charger to cart. Which was
only designed to regulate the charger circuit in the first place. Says Lester right on itâ€¦ The new
Summit II series golf cart chargers are a complete solution to any charger related issue on a
golf cart when it comes to battery maintenanceâ€¦. I have a club car that runs fine. When I hook
the charger up it charges for about 5 minutes and then starts kicking on and off. Used another
charger and does the same. OBC could be shotâ€¦. But I would check the voltage of the battery
bank as a whole and individually firstâ€¦. We usually always just upgrade to a better smart
charger at this time as the OBC it self costs as much as the new style chargers basicallyâ€¦. You
can bypass the OBC on the cart and still use the 3 pin connector with a new style smart charger
like the Lester Summit II 48 Volt Club Car Golf Cart Battery charger or you can use any handful
of onboard smart chargers that you would just wire directly to the battery bank hence
bypassing the OBC and the charge circuit. I have a brand new Lester charger I bought because I
thought I had a bad charger. When I plug it in, it will do the click but never jumps up in voltage
or starts charging. Patrick â€” Could be numerous thingsâ€¦ Does the cart run and drive now or
are the batteries completely dead? Might be best to give us a jingle at GOLF to talk with a tech
or Pete himself if he is in the office. John â€” These carts have regenerative braking via the
motorâ€¦. Did the cart ever perform better on the hill in question? Or could need a motor

controller upgrade if climbing that hill is a must. Accidentally contacted F2 to A2 with wrench
but only a slight spark. Finished check then plugged in charger. Checked voltage and is 50v not
sure where to start checking, any advice appreciated. New batteries on my club car precedent it
will not do anything or make any noises. Got it from golf course they said the batteries were
dead only thing wrong with it any help would be appreciate any help. RAY â€” I would dig out
your trusty volt meter and start checking the system. Confirm you have 48 volts or better at the
positive most and negative most terminals and work your way back thru the system. Most likely
if the story is true it is just a wire or connection that is bad. Also there is no status light on
either controllerâ€¦.. Any comments? Willie â€” I would start with a simple load test on the
batteries. If they all test good â€” next up will be the MCOR or controllerâ€¦. Hello Pete, I have a
club car precedent and was just backing up then went to forward it took off and stopped about 5
feet forward. I have jacked up the rear push pedal solenoid clicks tires turn just a little bit and
solenoid clicks again and stops any idea? My club car reman precedent model wn work
properly but when I plug the charger in it shuts off after the 2 times trying to charge then the
orange arrow code starts blinking. Can I bypass the obc and use the same charger. Charger
model icocc. Thank you God Bless. Hank â€” Thank you for your inquiryâ€¦.. I would look into
the new Lester Chargersâ€¦. I have a club car. It is a 48 volt system with volt batteries. It can run
well smooth and fast up hill and on level ground but most often it will run slow and have very
little power going up hill. It will run in either condition for several days, then run in the opposite
condition for several days before going back to the first condition. It goes back and forth with
no apparent cause. I suspect the controller but have no evidence to prove it. Have you seen this
before? By the way, all 4 batteries are brand new, load tested, fully charged and full of water. It
had the same problem with the old batteries which is what prompted me to change them. I have
looked over all the connections, they are clean and tight, no corrosion. No burnt wires,
connections, connectors, ect. We had this problem for over a year but to make matters worse a
few months ago we tried to tow another golf carter who broke down. We got a few hundred feet
before smelling the dreaded electrical smell so we stopped immediately and let it cool before
proceeding. I may have done motor damage in that incident, but this issue pre dates that. Now I
might have two problems but like I said, occasionally it will run fine, like new. Please help!
Ritchy â€” Thank you for your questionâ€¦.. I would have said first thing check the batteries and
then connectionsâ€¦ with all that confirmedâ€¦ I would say the controllerâ€¦ as they do tend to
act this way sometimes prior to going completely outâ€¦. When I first tried it, the cart was hit or
miss when you stepped on the pedal. I charged and topped off the batteries, then rinsed them
off as I was told to do with my last cart 36v. Without the key even in, I started hearing a buzzing
and what sounded like the reverse tone. The tone then became a beep at a steady rate. It now
does nothing, and I have a battery cable off. Thank you. Installer said could be OBC.
Suggestions on troubleshooting? Also, how to verify that Trogan batteries are new? Have serial
number. Also, has only 1 year warranty for batteries, is that usual? Should I register with
Trogan? Thanks so much, Pat. Pat â€” Thanks for the inquiry and questionsâ€¦. Usually
batteries come with a 12 month or 18 month free replacement warranty against manufacturers
defectâ€¦. I would assume if working fine before the install it was something done at install that
broke the charge circuit. Tim â€” Something is not getting voltageâ€¦ I would back test with a
volt meter from the batteries threw the system until you find voltage lossâ€¦ if all seems as it
should might be the controllerâ€¦. I have a club car Precedent. Batteries show good on volt
meter. It runs good but starts jerking bad after about a mile and battery light comes on and off
intermittently. Any ideas what is happening? Lance â€” Sounds like your batteries are going
outâ€¦. Might need to be replacedâ€¦. How old are they? To confirm fully charge and perform a
load test at advertised Ah ratingâ€¦. Good morning My club car has been stored inside for 7
months. The little red battery indicator is on. I plug in my charger and nothing happens. No hum
, just silence. The batteries were installed Feb Any help is appreciated. Valerie â€” Good day! All
new style chargers require sensing voltage before they turn on and apply amperageâ€¦. I just
got a precedent club car golf cart that has been sitting up for a while , I charged up batteries and
they have voltage I checked with a volt meter. When I turn the key on and put in forward push
petal and nothing happens, when in reverse the buzzer comes on but nothing happens. What
can I do to figure out the problem? I tried looking for a fuse panel but cant find any, need help!
Levi â€” No worriesâ€¦ Your volt meter is your friendâ€¦. I have a Precedent 48v. Installed Allied
Lithium replacements fresh out of the box. After install, I took the cart for a quick 5 minute ride
and all worked perfectly. I plugged the charger in, it went through the normal routine and began
charging. I returned later that day, unplugged the charger which had completed charging. When
I toggled the tow switch to run the factory dash battery charge meter flashed two bars in the
center of the meter followed by one bar to the right indicating full charge. The two bar flash had
never happened before. I put the cart in reverse and got no back up buzzer and no movement.

Tried forward and same issue. Any idea on potential sources of the problem? Can the OBC
disable cart movement? Ed â€” Thank you for your inquiry. Though, weird if cart was running
fine prior to charge after battery install. Do you always put the cart in tow mode when charging?
No need you can always leave in run mode. Some people will cut the switch when they store a
cart for months on end â€¦ Really solely designed to beable to disable power to motor in need of
towing or pushing the cart due to battery failure or other issues. I would do a quick test at a few
locations to determine components are getting power. Start at battery bank and work your way
thru the system. Solenoid, Controller, motor. If you lose power in any place between the culprit
is the part between the voltage loss. Thanks Pete. I ended up installing an OBC bypass kit and
everything works perfect again. Of course this means my stock charger will now need to be
replaced with a smart charger. Evan â€” Thanks for the question. If voltage was zero or
disconnected the controller is electronic and will need to reset it self. Then should move freely.
If this does not help solve the issue. I would listen for the solenoid to click in forward or reverse
when you hit the go pedal. No click â€” most likely it is the solenoid needing to be replaced. If
not will need to trace the circuit from batteries back to motor with a DVM Digital Volt Meter to
determine where the break in the circuit is â€¦. The wire is probably a 6AWG which is kind of
wimpy as I also upgraded all my other cable runs to 2AWGâ€¦thanks for any help you can offer!
Hey G â€¦ Cart sounds like it will move! Send over a pic or two love to see it. As for your
question, The OBC wire is fine as the charge circuit is totally separate from the drivetrain and
will not effect performance. The charger will still be charging the batteries at a set limit Amps as
before. So no worries there. I tried to charge the cart with 3 different chargers, all of which
currently work on other carts. Then about 2 seconds later, another click from the OBC. Hi Pete I
have a 48v club car. I charged the batteries and now I have no torque. It tries to to move forward
and reverse. I jack it up and the wheels turn in both directions. Have club car pathway 48v new
batteries charger kept kicking breaker on charger,new rectifier,relay,and breaker same
thing,battery meter says full cart runs great for 5 minutes then dies but battery meter still says
full plug in charger 5 minutes later pops charger breaker thoughts? Ran great for 2 days, then I
went to plug it in to charge and nothing happens. I pressed the reset button on the charger and
it hums for a few seconds and then clicks off. Any idea what the problem could be? I have a
club car , set for two year with bad batteries. Bought alll new ones and hooked them up for got
to turn the tow switch to tow and when I hooked the positive cord up it sparked!! Tried to trace
back , replaced the selenoid and still nothing. Seems to me forward and reverse switch and key
switch is working but no back up buzzer only thing works is the lights. Any help greatly
appricated. I have a pre No buzzer when in reverse either. Plugged the charger in and it clicks
and shows that it is charging then immediately goes off. Problem is that the lights, horn and
radio do not work. Hi, recently put new allied lithium batteries in a club car ds. I can move the
cart slowly but once i floor the pedal it kills the cart and I have to reset the battery cables. Do
you think this is a battery problem or something else in the cart? Thanks for any information.
Read all your mail here and it helped solve my charging problem. Resetting the OBC did the
trick. Thanks for being here. The cart sat for about a week and I went to plug it in and nothing
happened. Thanks, Eric. It runs fine on level ground but going up a hill, it has a power loss and
barely makes it up the hill. I have a club car precedent. Batteries show 51volts charged. After
playing 11 holes the battery light came on. I switched from run. To tow and light went off. Came
back on on the 18th hole. Checked voltage when I got home were reading 49 volts. I decided to
fit a battery metre which after 18 holes only looses 1 bar. What actually turns the battery light
on. Same â€” Precedent with 6 x 8 volt Trojan batteries- I have same issue- batteries are all
showing strong but my battery light comes on after one hour. Thank you for your inquiry. How
exactly did you perform the load test? Very specific. That battery should maintain atleast 7 volts
for 15 seconds when you apply the load. Anything less will help determine how far gone the
batteries actually are â€¦. Currently stumped. Any thoughts? I hook up my charger and i get
nothing from the charger. Does the obc tell the charger to turn on or do I have a bad obc or
charger? We typically driver our golf cart miles, times a week and I refill the water about every 3
weeks. I plug the charger in when we get back from our nightly rides and it is off when I go into
the garage the next morning. I repeatedly find if I unplug the charger and plug it back in, it will
run for another hour or two. Does this tell me the OBC is bad? Hi Pete, Have a Precedent, tried
to do the OBC reset, when I get to turn key on, depress throttle pedal down for 5 minutes, the
buzzer comes on and stays on. Not sure what is happening. Thanks, Phil. So I just purchased a
Precedent from my grandfather and he told me everything is running fine. Well, he prolly has
not played a full round of golf in a few years, and Im not too sure how good the batteries in the
cart are. Today was my first time out with the cart and the battery light on the dash blinked the
whole time, and when I charged it for the night, there was no beeping noise to acknowledge it
charging and the indicator on the ERIC was a solid green as if the charging was complete. I
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